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Visual thinking is important in every aspect of dog training since dogs can’t talk. 
Trainers must learn to read and communicate with dogs by watching the dog’s 
responses and cues while training. Dog training requires ascertaining visually 
what is occurring, and making judgments and decisions on what you observe. 
This split-second decision-making capability can make someone a great trainer 
or a great agility handler. 

In dog agility, visual skills extend beyond training into both course analysis and 
handling. Most of our communication about the sport of agility is visual. I’m sure 
most of us can recall dinners with fellow agility handlers where we use sketches 
on napkins, or lay out silverware, sugar packets, and other items on the table 
to discuss training, handling, and course analysis. Most agility articles would 
make little sense without the accompanying diagrams.

For agility handling, the handler must be able to watch the dog’s responses to 
cues and then react based on the response. If handlers can think visually, they 

can respond quicker. For example, finding the near-perfect position for a front 
cross can be very scientific. But that is only one small part of the equation of 
performing a front cross. To execute a front cross, handlers have to be able to 
locate the proper front-cross spot while moving and while watching their dog. 
Even if the handler can find that position for the cross, the execution is only 
perfect if the dog’s response and path are as expected. 

Course analysis requires finding patterns, filling in the gaps, and mentally 
manipulating the course diagram and course setup to understand how the dog 
can react to the course and handler cues.

To improve skills needed for dog agility, it helps to improve visual skills. Think of 
the classic phrases like “practice makes perfect” or “time in the saddle.” It takes 
time and practice to hone visual skills. It’s not just luck. Anyone can improve 
their visual skills. Robert McKim wrote Thinking Visually in the 1980s to use in his Thinking Visually in the 1980s to use in his Thinking Visually
classes at Stanford University to sharpen his students’ visual skills. The class was 

O b s e r v i n g  a n d  R e a c t i n g

Ever attend an agility class or seminar and just not quite get what the instructor was trying to tell you? Or you just don’t see what 
the instructor is trying to point out? Do you wonder why you miss your dog’s cues when training? Why does it seem that your timing 
is off? Or how, when you were running a course, you ended someplace you didn’t expect to be? It is possible that you aren’t thinking 
visually or that your visual skills need a tune-up. 

Thinking visually means that you are using your eyes and mind together. You are not looking at or watching something and then 
stopping to think about it; instead you quickly process visual information (what you are seeing) and respond based on that visual 
information. A key component is response; there is a time element to thinking visually. An everyday term for one component of 
thinking visually is to consider eye-hand coordination (or eye-body coordination). Another way to think of it: Visual thinking often 
appears to be acting on instinct. It’s about having the skills to be able to make decisions in the blink of an eye.

Many professions and everyday tasks require visual capabilities. Not only do artists or fashion designers use visual skills, but also 
people in professions like surgeons, chemists, and engineers use visual skills. Tasks like driving or planning play strategy for football 
or basketball use visual skills. But there is a difference in being visual and thinking visually. One key difference is that if you think 
visually, you can quickly take action; you can rapidly provide assessments and solutions based on the visual information.
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Thinking visually involves a number of visual-spatial operations. These 
include items like finding the pattern, matching patterns, pattern completion, 
categorizing, and filling-in. In working to improve these areas, we can improve 
our ability to think visually and our ability to make good snap judgments, 
or as mentioned in Blink, to thin-slice—to make decisions based on limited 
amounts of data. Some of the exercises and examples presented in this article 
are to help you to learn to enhance your training and handling skills and are 
based on McKim’s book. 

One of the easiest ways to start working on your visual skills is to work on 
finding patterns. This easily translates to agility, particularly for course analysis. 
Consider a serpentine. Now, do this exercise as quickly as possible—do not 
think about handling. 

In Figures 1 through 3 find the serpentine(s). Answers can be found at the 
end of the article.

To continue to improve your skills, start identifying common patterns in agility. 
Good resources include: 
• “Power Paws Patterns” by Nancy Gyes (starting in CR June 2007)
• “My Pattern Method of Course and Exercise Design” by Nancy Gyes (CR

February 2006)

• Course Analysis for Agility Handlers, Stuart Mah, Clean Run Productions

Next you can sit down occasionally and look for patterns 
• In agility games books
• In copies of courses/sequences from Clean Run
• In your collection of course copies from trials 
• At shows; stand ringside and look for patterns on a course

Now that you have these resources, quickly go through them searching for 
patterns. I’d personally circle the pattern. You can do it two ways: either look 
at the course flow as designed or ignore the assigned course flow and just look 
for the pattern to see if it exists somewhere.

I m p r o v i n g  V i s u a l  S k i l l s

geared toward future architects. Although the book was out of print for a while, 
it remains a classic and is now available in reprint. McKim’s book highlighted 
that while people tend to think that some of us are born with visual skill, there 
are exercises that you can do to train yourself to think visually. It takes practice. 
It takes time in the saddle. And the payoff is learning to make observations and 
good decisions quickly. Succinctly stated in the book Blink by Malcolm Gladwell: Blink by Malcolm Gladwell: Blink
“It’s a magical decision-making ability… It’s the kind of wisdom that someone 
acquires after a lifetime of learning and watching and doing.” 

While Blink doesn’t discuss how the process of making instant decisions is Blink doesn’t discuss how the process of making instant decisions is Blink
related to visual thinking, most of these snap decisions (making decisions on 
first impressions) are visual thinking. McKim’s book highlights the types of 

visual thinking and learning needed to improve visual thinking, learning how 
to make (or improve the process of making) snap judgments. Gladwell’s book 
discusses the impact of snap judgments and the background of how we create 
those judgments.

Blink does a very good job of covering the downside of snap judgments and Blink does a very good job of covering the downside of snap judgments and Blink
indicating when more thought might be needed before proceeding. For dog 
trainers, this especially applies to troubleshooting, or trying to fix a problem. 
Visual thinking is needed to spot whether there is a problem but more thought 
might be needed to identify the cause and possible remedy. To increase their 
ability to spot problems, visual thinkers can use technologies like video replay 
or video analysis software to further their agility training skills.
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Another good exercise to hone visual skills is when you’re 
at shows or at class, look at a course and then imagine the 
course running backward. After you do this, consider what 
changes are needed to make this backward course flow. 
Look at Figures 4 and 5. Are the challenges the same? 

I also practice looking at a course and finding a new paths 
through it. The course in Figure 6 shows one flow. Can 
you find others? The same course with one possible new 
flow is shown at the end of the article. 

• www.eyecanlearn.com/

• http://people.brandeis.edu/~sekuler/DemosIntro.html

• www.cs.brown.edu/courses/cs024/exercises/visual_memory/VisualMemory.html

• http://accad.osu.edu/~hcaprett/ (Choose items from left frame: Canine Lameness 
Learning Module, Survey, and Quiz to see things you can do to build visual skills)

• www.archimedes-lab.org/

M o r e  E x e r c i s e s  f o r  B u i l d i n g  S k i l l s
For more exercises or opportunities to build your skills, try the following websites. Note that while some are geared 
toward children, they can still be excellent refreshers for adults to work visual skills.

• www.nldontheweb.org/Visual-Spatial.htm

• http://web.mit.edu/persci/gaz/gaz-teaching/index.html

• www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/maze.html

• http://smoothmovesagility.com/ (Click on the left side of 
the page for FCI Worlds and then choose a date to view 
videos and /or course maps listed below that date.)

• http://powerpups.net/DartfishVideo.htm

Can you make this course flow backward? Where do you need to do some 
work? What  makes it flow differently?
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This is what the course looks like backward. To get a better flow you can add 
jump or change the angles a bit. I've tweaked the course a bit; the original 
positions/obstacles are shown in green. Additional work would be needed to 
make an AKC-approved course. 
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L

The Store

Wendy Pape, AKC Agility World Team Member and an AKC and USDAA Nationals 
finalist, has several great exercises for her students to work on their visual 
thinking and memory. First, she asks her students to picture the street they live 
on. Can they picture the color of the neighbors’ cars? The colors of the neighbors’ 
mailboxes? Details about houses on their street? 

Wendy recommends that her students also practice the following to help with 
understanding course flow and recalling courses: write down a list of items you 
need from the grocery store. Then in your mind, map where each one is and how 
to walk through the store and get each item—how you would flow around the 
store. Go to the store and see if you can follow your “course plan” and see how 
correct you are. Figure 7 shows a sample list and flow. 

A similar exercise is practiced in agility classes today, shadow handling. Shadow 
handling is where you practice handling the course without your dog. You can 
do this on the course and you can also do this on the sidelines with your eyes 
closed, much like many athletes do in the Olympics.

The third exercise Wendy likes to do is one she had us do at Awesome Paws 
Camp: Set up a speed circle of jumps and then give the command Jump the 
moment the dogs’ front feet touch the ground from the previous jump. Sounds 
easier than it is. It’s also a good exercise for those on the sidelines to watch and 
play along. You can do this at shows. Watch for the exact moment when dogs 
land after jumps and say the next obstacle cue at that point. 

F o r  M o r e  I n f o r m a t i o n  o n  V i s u a l  T h i n k i n g

• Gladwell, Malcom, Blink, Back Bay Books, 2005/2007 ISBN: 978-0-316-01066-5

• McKim, Robert H. Thinking Visually: A Strategy Manual for Problem Solving. Dale Seymour Publishing, 1980. ISBN: 0866514236 

• McKim, Robert H. Experiences in Visual Thinking. 2nd ed. Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1980. ISBN: 0818504110 

• http://mediachops.com/design_chops/1_visual_thinking/html/frame_holder.htm

• www.squidoo.com/Visualthinking/

• www.cs.brown.edu/courses/cs024/index.html
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Shopping List
L   Lettuce
A   Apples
B   Bread
C   Cereal
I   Ice Cream
H   Hamburger
D   Dog Food
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C

D

Enter ➧

Exit➧
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You can work on taking mental snapshots of key positions when handling and 
then see if you can line up to that position based on recalling the snapshot 
(pattern matching). An example of this is how Ali Roukas-Canova teaches front 
crosses. Her snapshot method is slightly different than the front-cross method 
of locating something beyond the obstacle to find the line of the cross. After 
you find the spot for the cross in your walk-through, stop and take note of the 
picture—freeze-frame the view—from that spot. In the visual snapshot you 
take, you should note how far you are from the obstacle, your body’s relation to 
the obstacle, and how the obstacle is angled from your body. This is the visual 
picture you need to match when you run your dog. In the example below, the 
preferred front-cross spot is closer to the jump as shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
Note in the front-cross snapshot Figure 10 that the red jump appears closer 
and has a slight angle away from you. If you don’t match this snapshot when 
running, you might end up in the other example where you are farther from 
the jump and the jump is flatter and more parallel to you. In this “bad” spot 
shown in Figure 11 when you rotate, your dog may cover more yardage and 
might miss the next jump.
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The dark blue handler path shown is for the “good” snapshot you 
captured on the red jump during walk-through. It will result in the captured on the red jump during walk-through. It will result in the 
correct dog path shown in red. The orange dog path is an example 
of what can happen if you miss the snapshot of the correct 
position, shown by the light blue handler path.
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A ringside recommendation for practice from Sue Tovino, USDAA and AKC 
Nationals Finalist, is a fun thing to do while watching runs. Just sit ringside at 
trials and watch the timing and flow for teams on a particular part of a course. 
Which teams “match” the pattern of handling that you’d be doing on that 
sequence? How is the timing working? How are the dogs responding? Where 
are the handler and dog when they are going through a sequence?

Tinna Brown, 2005 26" USDAA National Steeplechase Champion, also spends 
time watching dogs ringside. Tinna watches the dogs and how they read the 
handlers’ cues. She looks to see where the dog thinks he is going. She watches 
striding between obstacles and the effect on strides based on the cues given by 
the handler. She also looks at spacing between obstacles and effective turns.

One of the early exercises from McKim’s book is to envision a rose blooming. 
Now pretend this is videotaped. Can you see in your mind the rose blooming 
in slow motion? Can you speed up the bloom? Can you rewind? This particular 
capability is very important to agility; we should be able to picture performances 
as if on videotape and be able to manipulate performances in our minds as if 
we were a camcorder. 

Carol has a masters degree in mathematics and is an engineer for AT&T. She is an 
agility judge, part-time agility instructor, and active member of JAG. Carol and her 
husband, Paul, have trained and titled several breeds in agility, obedience, rally, and 
flyball. They have shown Basenjis, Malinois, Chinese Cresteds, and Border Collies. Three 
of the dogs have MACHs. Carol’s current partners are her Chinese Crested, MACH 
Louie-Louie, and Belgian Malinois Fusion.

This one was easy!  1-2-3 is the serpentine.
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S o l u t i o n s

For dog agility, you can get started by simply watching a lot—a lot—of 
videotapes. Take your videos: watch them in normal speed, watch them in slow 
speed, and watch them in fast forward. Try to picture what you saw in your head 
and see if you can see it in slow motion.

These examples and ideas are just a sampling to get you started. Visual thinking 
is not a gift. It’s a skill that you can work to improve, and with improvement, 
you’ll start seeing things you haven’t before!   D
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Solution for Figure 1

Solution for Figure 2

Solution for Figure 3

Solution for Figure 6

Tricky! There is more than one 
serpentine here: 3-4-5-6 and 6-7-8
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A little harder:  7-8-9-10 
is a serpentine.
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